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Women of IAABO
With over 14,000 basketball officials worldwide, IAABO can say it is
home to 900 women’s officials. Yet that’s not enough.
In this Sportorials feature, we highlight “The Women of IAABO” to
focus on how they got into officiating, what motivates them and, what
they love about being on the court. We hope this inspires others, gets
younger people interested and engaged, and keeps our pipeline humming
in the years ahead.
IAABO salutes these women not
only for their accomplishments, but
also for sharing their passion and
stories with our readers. We hope
their messages inspire the next
generation.
Kerry Donohue
Although Kerry Donohue has
never technically been a member of
a local IAABO Board, she is firmly
connected through her position as
Director of Education Resources for
IAABO Board #801 also known as
the Women’s Collegiate Basketball

Officiating Organization (WCBOO). WCBOO partners with IAABO as a
nationwide education board for Women’s Collegiate Basketball Officials.
After starting to officiate 32 years ago, and moving up to the DI college
level, Kerry found her duties as a high school counselor becoming busier
and chose to take on her educational role with WCBOO.
A former CYO (Catholic Youth Organization) coach, Joe Saldiveri,
initially encouraged her to get into officiating when she was 19-yearsold. “He encouraged me to attend a meeting, and told me I’d make good
money officiating. I officiated CYO for two years and then moved onto
high school,” she explained.
That was part of what got her started. Another was her dad, who dabbled
a bit in officiating, covering games in the CYO league he ran if an official
didn’t show up. He knew Mickey Crowley, so Kerry got some firsthand tips
from Mickey, and eventually Mickey became her first college conference
assignor. Her CYO nickname was “Miss Mechanics,” she laughed in
describing how technical she was in applying her mechanics.
Starting out, “I took advice from anybody,” Kerry recalled. “I knew of
IAABO, and knowing Mickey gave me an awareness of it. He was like
a father figure to me.”
One of her favorite lessons came from her mentor John Moran. “He
told me not everything is in the manuals. Focus on (continued on page 4)

Affairs of State (Associations)

“What Every Board Officer Needs to Know”
IAABO boards around the world come in all shapes and sizes.
Most boards have much more in common than not. Such is the case
in terms of relationships of IAABO boards across the land with their
state’s high school athletic or activities association. And, although
some officials may disagree, IAABO boards have a lot in common with
state and regional associations that govern interscholastic basketball.
For our purposes here, we will call organizations that govern basketball
for young athletes, “state associations,” and the relationships among
boards and state association, “contractual.”
A healthy respect for these relationships, as well as a working
knowledge of what state associations have to deal with is essential
to the legal well-being of your IAABO board and its members. State
associations depend to a large extent on the competence and integrity of
the game officials. In states where IAABO boards are the primary source
of basketball officials on the high school level and below, relationships
with state associations need to be nurtured and cultivated — both by
local board officers — and, in states having state boards, by state board
officers as well. Good local/state board-state association relationships
can go a long way toward navigating instances where officials are taken
to task by a school for any number of reasons.
In some states, high school and prep basketball is governed by more

than one association. Some are affiliated with schools along either
geographical lines, on a level- of-competition or gender basis; or
divided on a public-parochial division basis. In these states, IAABO
boards may have several distinct contractual relationships that impact
the schools serviced and the officials.
“Contractual relationships?” Not all “contracts” are in writing;
but working together implies some agreement. The “contract” part is
another way of emphasizing that, ideally, folks who “work together”
towards their goals generally benefit from writing down what each
organization agrees to do — AND not to do!
Sometimes, a board’s relationship with another organization is
the subject of a formal contract in writing and other times the legal
relationship is defined by or through a state IAABO board (where
one exists). And, sometimes the relationship is simply based on past
practice and a mutual understanding that continues from season to
season. Whatever the relationship, it’s a given that local and state board
officers interact with state association officers to provide — or make
available — officials suitable to the assignment.
To be sure, both state board and state association purposes intersect
to make the process work; however, the methods of operation, the
hierarchy, the assignment practices and the (continued on page 9)
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Director’s Court

“Greatness is not where we stand, but in what direction we are moving; We must sail
sometimes with the wind and sometimes against it. But sail we must and not drift nor lie at
anchor.”Oliver Wendell Holmes
We spoke about adjusting the sails in our last report and since then have embarked on a
rapid cruise along the course of education and development of basketball officials.
Administratively, there have been two changes in the IAABO office. Donnie Eppley,
along with his twenty plus years of experience, will assume the position of Director of
Operations, Membership and Technology (OMT). TJ Halliday, former Executive Committee
Member, will assume the new position of Director of Learning & Development (L&D). The current Executive
Director will continue to be responsible for all activities, educational materials and personnel with emphasis on
Administration and Finance (A&F). All changes have been made without any increase in the overall budget.
The four co-coordinators consisting of Dan Shepardson, Layne Drexel, David Smith and TJ Halliday will
continue to serve in their capacity. Kelly Callahan will once again handle Special Projects as they occur.
President Ron Martel has undertaken the task of seeing that the appointed chairpersons of the eight
standing committees and their committee members carry out their responsibilities to support the mission of
IAABO. If time permits and enthusiasm is high, members should consider joining a committee. Workers are
always needed as there is always work to be done.
During the past two months, the Education and Development Committee has been diligently reviewing
existing materials for updates, changes and clarity. The Rules Examination committee is reviewing all tests to
assure that the core areas are adequately covered.
This improved structure is all for the benefit of our members. IAABO is shoring up its infrastructure to
solidify the value that ‘IAABO members have come to expect.’ Looking forward, we are working on an overhaul
of the website, more streamlined communications, and an IAABO Handbook that will be second to none.
As we continue working through the summer and into the fall, the fruits of our labor will be recognized in
the enhanced value that your IAABO membership provides.
Sincerely

President’s Corner

Those Lazy, Hazy, Crazy Days of Summer
With the Green Machine (Celtics) coming up short in the NBA finals, the last vestiges of
the 2021/22 basketball season are now behind us. As we transition to a more relaxed season
of vacationing, cookouts, and enjoying family and friends, it is very easy to move away from
the routine of the fall and winter months while creating a real deviation from our preseason
preparation schedule. As I have experienced, the warmer weather and draw to the outdoors
does not necessarily support or encourage our nutrition and exercise regimen as it may have
done during the basketball season. Maintaining a work-out regimen that will sustain a
smooth transition to the next season is easily put off.
With that in mind, let me offer some observations and motivational techniques that may help to offset the
propensity to focus on a lackadaisical training program during the summer months.
First and foremost, take some time (two to three weeks) to recover from the rigors of the past season and
rejuvenate your body and mind from the pressure-mounted days during an intense schedule of several games per
week. Give yourself permission to relax from the hectic winter season and turn to other areas of interest. That
ensures your body has an opportunity to rejuvenate from injury and heal from the aches and pains of a rigorous
schedule. We all need a break from the game!
Secondly, try to focus on becoming physically stronger to increase your athleticism -- in essence becoming a
healthier version of yourself. This only happens by developing a solid foundation in the weight room, first.
Thirdly, skill development should be next on your list. Commit at least three, possibly four days a week where
you simulate game conditions which will allow you to heighten your fitness and aerobic activity for three to five
seconds, jog for 15 to 20 seconds and walk for thirty seconds. Providing conditioning for a basketball official
requires this preparation given the athleticism of today’s players.
Fourth, basketball requires lateral movement which calls into play the glutes and hips. So, it is not surprising
that improper activation of these muscles can lead to inefficient movements, thus causing common knee injuries
such as patella tendonitis. Therefore, strength training should also include glutes and hip muscle exercises to
particularly decrease the risk of injury. The points of health, strength and conditioning are all geared toward
making someone more athletic, ultimately becoming a better official.
Fifth, working on ankle/foot mobility is equally, if not the most important area that an official can (and
should) work on during the off-season. Much of the transition created from frequent changes in direction can
place undo stress on the ankle and foot. Also, ankle trauma can lead to complex problems with your knees;
emphasizing the importance of exercising the ankles to create greater flexibility/mobility.
Along with the five areas highlighted above, concentrating on your psychological preparedness for the new
season will compliment your physical development.
In closing, I recently came across an article written by Justine Ochoa who received some sage advice from one
of his former coaches, and I quote “…If you stay ready, you never have to get ready…”!
Have an enjoyable summer as you prepare for the upcoming season.
Yours in Basketball,
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Officials Roll out IAABOU to Help Recruiting Efforts
Dave Kahm knows there are
folks out there who are interested
in officiating.
He hears it firsthand each winter.
“We’ve talked to a lot of people
during the season — fans, parents
of players that say, ‘hey, when my
son graduates, I’d like to do this,’”
noted Kahm, a veteran Cattaraugus
County basketball official. “But
a lot of these people are so rural
— Randolph, Cattaraugus, West
Valley, Ellicottville, to make that
drive to Olean every Sunday night
(for an in-person officiating class)
is asking a lot.
“I get it. I totally get it.”
Enter IAABO University.
IAABOU is an on-line officiating
certification program created by the
national organization for use by any
local chapter. The key benefits are
that it allows candidates to take
those classes within the comfort of
home and do so on their own time
rather than at a scheduled date at a
centralized meeting.
For the first time, the Cattaraugus
County board is set to launch
that program locally. Its hope
is that IAABO U. will mark the
next tangible step toward taking
its membership back in the right
direction.
“It’s
definitely
helped
in
recruiting officials,” Kahm said,
“because we all know time is
precious, especially being away
from your families. So this allows
people, especially where we live in
rural Cattaraugus County … they wouldn’t have to come to Olean,
or we wouldn’t have to go to them and find a spot that may not be a
good learning environment.
“Hopefully we’ll be able to reach more people that have wanted to
be involved, but that has been a deterrent (where they’re) saying, ‘I
can’t go to Olean every week to take a class.’”
The program cost is $50 and those interested in enrolling can
contact Kahm at 716-378-2827 or davekahm@gmail.com. The plan
is to have a roundup of potential candidates by Aug. 5, after which
Kahm will send out an email with instructions on how to sign up.
Candidates have up to three months to complete the course, which
would allow initial prospects to finish just in time to help with the
2022-23 high school basketball season.
To Kahm, the primary draw is convenience.
“If somebody wants to sit down and take the class and finish it in
a week, they could probably do that,” he said. “But they have up to
three months … so it’s really a set your own pace, learn at your own
pace kind of thing.”
But ideally, the appeal will go beyond that. Kahm is hoping the
class will entice more women to join the officiating ranks. The local
board has had previous female members, but no more than two or
so at any time, and would “love to see that (number) go up as we
obviously service women’s games,” Kahm said. “I think it would just
help to further promote the sport, as well.”
And though there might be less face-to-face instruction initially,

longtime officials such as Kahm
are there to help with the on-line
process. “They should know,”
Kahm said, “we’re not gonna just
say, ‘here’s IAABO University,
take the course, do your thing,
contact us when it’s done.’ No. If
you get on there your first day and
you have questions, we’re here to
support you all the way through
that.”
An added bonus of the
local course is the plan for a
reimbursement program.
The idea is that those interested
in taking the test would pay for it
up front and then with some level
of commitment to the Cattaraugus
County board have that cost paid
back in the form of their annual
dues.
“So we’re hoping it’s going to
work out,” Kahm said. “It’s a great
training tool, and they may even
teach it a little bit better than us. I
haven’t done it yet, but I’ve talked
to some people who have and they
absolutely loved it, so we’re hoping
that it’s gonna work out.”
For
the
local
basketball
officiating chapter, there’s been
cause for optimism.
Within the last year, it welcomed
five new members, the most it’s
added in a single-season span in the
last decade.
The overarching outlook for the
IAABO, as well as the officiating
situation for just about every other
local high school sport, however,
remains admittedly dire. An aging membership and declining
population coupled with the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic have
made it increasingly difficult to both recruit and retain basketball
officials.
“I don’t want to say that it’s gotten worse,” Kahm said, “(but) our
status hasn’t really changed.”
There had always been a number of good reasons to give officiating
a try, he maintained, including the ability to stay connected to the
game, the extra money, the camaraderie and the challenge it presents.
It’s also a way to give back to the community.
“Just last year, the competitiveness of our local basketball teams
led to great success, including multiple sectional championships and
two state finalists (the Allegany-Limestone and Salamanca boys),”
Kahm said. “And when local teams are playing at these levels, that
leads to officials having rewarding seasons as well.”
But now there’s one more reason: the convenience of IAABO U.
“Officiating is a challenging job,” he went on, “but there are
great rewards. If you love basketball, you’ll have the best view of
the game as an official. More importantly, it will teach you how to
view the game in a whole new light — one that emphasizes fairness,
toughness, integrity and sound judgment.
“We would just say, if you love basketball, get ready to challenge
yourself and start one of the most rewarding jobs you’ll ever have.”
With permission from Olean Times Herald, and reports from J.P.
Butler,
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the first minute of the game and the last two minutes. Set the tone at the
beginning. In the last two minutes anything can happen and you must be
prepared to close out the game well,” she said.
Her favorite memory was working a Queens College vs. Immaculata
College (a historical rematch) game at Madison Square Garden. “It was
really neat. I met Debbie Williamson. The game was a mismatch, but the
backdrop was incredible. The original players came out from when the
teams met years ago and it was fun to be part of that historical moment.
They brought one of the original officials out from that game. We had an
honorary ball toss and took pictures,” she explained.
Afterwards, as the BIG teams took the court (University of Connecticut
vs. St. John’s University), Kerry said she was “awed” by the size of the
players. “I’m 5’8” and thought I was tall, but they towered over me. As
we ran down the tunnel, Geno Auriemma went right by me. Seeing those
players gave me chills. It was so much fun.”
One of her goals was to work an NCAA Tournament which she
accomplished at the DII level in 2003 and 2005. “I was close to the Elite
8 that second year. Overall, I went further than I thought I would.”
Kerry’s current goal is to increase the number of women in college
basketball officiating. She is able to do that through educating officials in
her current WCBOO position. “I want to give someone else an officiating
opportunity. It’s a life-changing experience. It can be tough today to
encourage younger officials because of the negative messages on social
media.”
What motivates her? “Things can always get better. There are great
places in officiating for anyone who wants to put in the work,” Kerry
explained.
She creates Zoom sessions on Sunday nights and finds many committed
officials who join the sessions. “Spreading the message is something that
motivates me. The kids and women are out there in the next generation.
Tell a friend. Officiating is a small community and spreading the word
one person at a time is a great way to connect,” she said.
Charlene Shepard
An IAABO female official who
came up through the basketball ranks
as a player and coach, Charlene
Shepard found that coaching wasn’t
exactly what she wanted to do.
That led to officiating. With friends
encouraging her to get back into
the action through officiating, she
pushed back, worrying about people
yelling at her on the court. She was
told she’d tune that out and gain
perspective, and finally took the
IAABO class 24 years ago. “It was
absolutely the right thing to do. My
love for the game was reignited,”
she said.
A member of IAABO Board #6 Central Connecticut, Charlene is a
retired law enforcement officer and now serves as an adjunct professor of
Criminal Justice and Law at Post University. She also retired from DIII
women’s college basketball three years ago, after officiating at that level
for 10 years. Charlene has additionally officiated the Connecticut state
high school girls tournament for 15 years, working the State finals for 10
consecutive years.
When she pulled back from DIII, it was to focus on her son, who was
completing high school and preparing for college. “I wanted to be part
of that. I could’ve been away from home 6-7 nights a week with my DIII
and high school schedule. That didn’t work. I was fatigued and wanted

(continued from page 1)

to be part of my son’s life as he went through the college application
process,” she explained.
Charlene has found herself getting more and more involved with her
local IAABO board through committee work the past 10 years, including
stints with new applicants, mentoring, observations, and as a member of
the Executive Committee. “It’s helped me get a feel for the organization
and our goals. I want to make sure we are in alignment with the full
IAABO organization,” she said.
Several issues stood out to her on how she could help – working on
who gets promoted on games; raising the profile of women; utilizing
technology to the advantage of officials in teaching and training; and
supporting younger officials.
Peter Palermino gave her one of her best teaching moments: “I
admired his passion for teaching and training. He would never ask you to
do anything on the court that he wouldn’t do. When he walked into the
locker room after a game, he was never afraid to ask, ‘What could I have
done better?’ He taught us how to accept feedback and the need to accept
the truth of what happened during the game.”
Palermino also helped Charlene recognize that officials aren’t perfect
and need to be open to feedback. How has that affected her? “I don’t
teach what I won’t go out and do on the court. I practice what I preach.
The right way is the IAABO way of teaching,” she observed.
One of her favorite memories was her first state girls high school
championship tourney in 2012, a “great final” that ended in a 54-53
victory for Mercy over Lauralton Hall. Lauralton Hall was up by two
with three seconds to go, then Mercy hit a three-pointer at the buzzer. The
previous year, Mercy had lost on a buzzer beater. Charlene said one of
the nuns from Mercy was quoted, “I prayed to God that he owed us one
and he delivered.” Charlene remembers the “spirit of the game” being
incredible.
A second favorite memory was being nominated as an official to the
Connecticut Women’s Basketball Hall of Fame four years ago. “When
I answered the call, I asked, ‘Did you call the right person?’,” Charlene
recalled with a laugh. She was told her nomination involved the impact
she had on Connecticut high school basketball over the course of her
career as a player, coach and most importantly, as an official. “It was a
huge and humbling experience. I walk in the gym now, and people know
me,” Charlene said.
Her parents attended the ceremony as did several friends from the
female officiating community. “It’s important to me to put footprints out
for others to follow,” Charlene said.
She has met one of her major goals – overcoming barriers to reach
higher levels of officiating. She doesn’t dwell on some of the barriers she
faced as an African American female, instead choosing to work harder
so when she got an opportunity, she was ready to make the most of it.
Her current goal is to recruit and retain more female officials,
particularly helping them reach the three-year mark. “To make their
officiating investment worthwhile, I enjoy setting younger officials up for
success.” Charlene also enjoys her role as the first female interpreter in
Connecticut, helping officials buy into “the IAABO way,” as she puts it.
What continues to motivate her? “When I observe other officials and
see the lightbulb go off” that they’ve accomplished something new and
worthy on the court, “that makes it all worthwhile.” She’s motivated
to continue training officials and finds that when she awakes to 37 text
messages in the morning with questions about rulings and play situations,
that she’s found a special connection helping other officials grow.
“Officials are always seeking answers and want to do things the
right way. That fuels my desire to continue teaching. It’s important
to ensure that officials feel prepared and confident on the court,”
Charlene said.
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Julie Goupille
Though she was “terrible” to
officials as a player, once she
followed up on a local ad for
IAABO basketball officials, Julie
Goupille came to love being a
basketball official. A member of
IAABO Board #150 of Northern
Maine, she is no longer active on the
floor after 23 years on it. She now
helps the Interpreter with training
officials in the candidate class and
continuous improvement of veteran
officials.
In her full-time job, Julie is a
freelance translator; having grown
up in Quebec, Canada, she is fluent in French. She is married with three
kids, and it was a coworker of her husband who turned her onto IAABO.
“He told my husband that he thought I’d be good at officiating,
knowing my love for basketball, and suggested I try it. I followed up and
began driving a little over an hour each way to the candidate class once
a week for 10 weeks. There were two other female officials on the board
at the time, but I was the only woman in our class of 6-7. I had to fall in
love with it, or I would have quit,” Julie chuckled.
Though she doesn’t consider herself strictly a teacher or trainer, Julie
likes to share her insights to help others learn, knowing that her peers
helped her down the officiating path. “They treated me as an equal and
suggest I try different things on the court – how to do things better. There
was good camaraderie and open sharing and that made me want to share
what I learned with others,” she explained.
Julie has used her eye for graphic design and helped revamp the
presentations used for the IAABO University curriculum. “I certainly
don’t know it all, but working on those presentations as much as I did
deepened not only my knowledge of the rules, but my passion for them. I
officiated for 23 years, but I know for certain that I never really ‘arrived’
as an official,” Julie laughed.
One of her teaching points for other officials is to “not make the same
mistakes I made. We all have bad days. You want to have knowledge for
when you DO make mistakes so you know how to deal with a specific
situation when it happens. I like to help other officials be properly
prepared to deal with those situations.”
One of her fondest memories is working a state level girls varsity
championship game. She officiated the Maine state tournament for seven
years. “I had a good run, but could have done a lot of things differently,”
Julie.
She also recollects her first game, a story she shares with all new
officials, and how you must make adjustments to your mindset when you
are out on the court. Her partner in the game was a female, and Julie was
in the trail position. A three-point shot went up, and the shooter’s coach
yelled, “she got hit,” Julie recollects.
“I thought, ‘Did she ever’,” Julie laughs, then the lightbulb went off
that she was the official on the court and needed to blow her whistle. She
was still a fan at that point, enjoying the play, and wasn’t prepared for
the reaction time necessary to immediately blow the whistle on the foul.
“It was my responsibility and I missed it. We’re human. Officiating
isn’t always instinctive. We’re fans first. You have to disconnect from
being a fan and reconnect with the whistle,” Julie advises new officials.
It’s been gut wrenching for Julie to come off the floor. “I have 28
brothers and sisters on my board. They’ve treated me like their mom or

sister my entire officiating career. They were the ones that kept me going
for so long,” Julie said.
One of Julie’s goals is to see a standardized ongoing improvement
program developed for basketball officials. “We all need it. We already
breakdown plays with so much game video available these days, and
with the pandemic, officials have gotten up to speed on using Zoom.
Meeting in person to break down video or talk about plays is no longer
a requirement. We need to take advantage of the technology,” she said.
Julie’s love of basketball originally provided all the motivation she
needed to take up and drive her officiating. “Basketball was a big part of
my life growing up. Letting go of it was hard. When I started officiating,
it allowed me to stay connected to the sport,” she observed.
Then, she found that the kids playing basketball need good officials,
and that kept her motivated. “There is no game without officials. You
need to get the plays right. That keeps me going now. It seems like I
can’t bring myself let go of the sport that has given me so much,” she
continued.
Now she finds the give and take in teaching other officials is an ongoing
motivating force. “I enjoy helping existing officials get even better,” Julie
said.
Valerie Light
“Giving young men and women
a good experience and providing
them with an arena to perform to the
best of their abilities” is a mantra
Valerie Light brings to her IAABO
experiences and other basketball
officials she helps along the way.
A member of IAABO Board #6 in
Connecticut, she has been a member
for 19 years.
In her full-time job, Valerie
serves as an Emotional Learning
Interventionist at her local middle
school, a position that dovetails nicely with her officiating duties dealing
with personality issues on the court. She retired from the Department of
Corrections field after 22 years before heading down her current path.
As a former assistant basketball coach at the collegiate DIII level in
Connecticut, Valerie found herself drawn to gaining greater knowledge
of the rules to improve her coaching. “I was the one responsible for
evaluating the officials, and I was playing in a women’s league and
wanted to figure out the rules, how to apply them and better understand
their intent,” she explained. Once she left coaching, officiating was a
natural next step.
She found IAABO through Abe Chambers, an IAABO Board #9
(Fairfield County, CT) member, took the test and began officiating locally,
including the women’s league she had played in. Over her 19 years, she
has moved up to officiate a high school state girls championship game in
2018-19, and playoff games at the JUCO level.
When it comes to discussing a “best” teaching moment in her career,
she defers by explaining there are so many moments to learn from, and
not just one thing. “Be humble and listen. It’s like a relationship. If
you’re yacking away, you’re not listening. Acknowledge that you hear
what the other person is explaining to you. I learned to do that through
experience.”
While one of her top officiating memories is working the state
championship game three years ago, with her sister (a national
championship player) by her side watching and supporting, Valerie finds
a more general feeling as another great way to remember the joys of
officiating.
“It’s the students themselves. They randomly come up to me sometimes
and acknowledge I was the official on their game. They remember you.
It gives you a connection. It’s those little things
(continued on page 7)
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that mean a lot – sincere compliments,” she observed.
Having met one personal goal to officiate a state championship game,
Valerie would still like to officiate a college DIII conference playoff game
at some point. “I have a couple more good years in me,” she laughed.
She also wants to continue recruiting new women into the officiating
field, keeping a steady stream, and helping to establish a strong system
of recruitment by actively going to high schools and colleges to recruit.
She is currently working with other women from multiple boards in CT
on an Ad Hoc committee to look at ways to increase women’s visibility,
recruitment, and retention in officiating. This group recently conducted
its first Women’s Forum in the state.
A third goal is to take her knowledge from her full-time job and “use
it to help others become better basketball officials and game managers.”
Ultimately, the pure love of basketball motivates Valerie’s officiating.
A recent Sunday found her glued to the TV watching six hours of college
basketball and texting a group of basketball officiating friends on play
after play. “I have the motivation to be and get better. It’s not about being
perfect, but being better than the day before,” she said.
Mia Barbieri
Mia Barbieri felt like a little kid
full of excitement when she realized
officiating was for her. The moment
occurred during the summer of 2016
when she served as a scorekeeper
in Torrington, CT. Local IAABO
officials were officiating and
teaching other officials in the
league. “I realized the necessity and
importance of officials helping the
game of basketball. Going home
that night I thought officiating was
for me,” she said.
Fast forward to 2022, and Mia is
in her sixth year with IAABO (Boards #6, #7 and #9, all in Connecticut).
She played high school basketball as well as one year during college, and
is currently working at a local hospital as she prepares to take classes in
sportscasting. Her passion and zeal for sports are leading her down a joint
officiating/sportscasting path.
Mia currently officiates boys’ and girls’ varsity games, in her fourth
year at the girls level and third year at the boys level. She is the only
female in Connecticut working boys high school varsity games. She finds
it a rewarding experience to grow with the players as they move from
freshman to JV to varsity. When she received a girls’ quarter final playoff
game, she appreciated the response she got from some of the girls she
officiated during the regular season. “They were ecstatic to see me. You
have a rapport with them. They know you, and that means a lot,” Mia
observed.
Her favorite IAABO teaching experience came during a summer camp
at Rider University. It was her first camp. “I never learned so much in
life. It was a phenomenal experience and I fell in love with IAABO,”
Mia said.
While she went to the camp for 2-person experience, she found herself
learning 3-person as well. Joe Gintoli, the IAABO President at the time,
came to one of her games to observe, and Kelly Callahan helped her with
the basics of 3-person crews. “Kelly was reffing on my shoulder, telling
me what to do as I ran up and down the court, when to rotate, things like
that. It’s my favorite memory. Now I’m moving forward and it’s because
of help from Kelly. I didn’t even want to do 3-person at the time,” Mia
said.
Since then, Mia has continued to train on both 2- and 3-person
mechanics, officiating hundreds of games to hone her craft. She finds
that dissecting film with her primary mentor Bob Ferrarotti is critical to

her improvement. “We dissect film, track calls – correct calls, incorrect
calls, correct no calls and incorrect no calls. I’ve learned my strengths
and weaknesses as an official. Video helps you learn by breaking down
plays,” she explained.
Mia has officiated four state tournament games so far in her career and
wants to continue improving to see where that leads her. “I’m a student
of the game of basketball and want to be the best official for the athletes,”
she said of her motivation. “I hustle, care about the game, and there’s no
chip on my shoulder.”
The best lesson she’s received concerned the art of game management
in recognizing the necessity of making split second decisions under
extreme pressure. “Good game management is learning how to be
authoritative in determining a plan of action while assessing situations
under pressure,” Mia said.
In college, Mia picked up the fundamentals of basketball. Taking up
officiating, she picked up the fundamentals of the rules. How she’s taking
her interest and love for the game of basketball to the next step. “I fell
in love with the technicalities in the rules and want to correctly interpret
plays for the good of the game,” she said.
Barbara Kistler
When you have a sibling as an
IAABO member who comes calling
for you to join, it’s hard to resist.
Barbara Kistler knows.
Her brother, Donnie Eppley, is
the Associate Executive Director of
IAABO, and heavily promotes the
association and its programs. He
came calling to Barbara in 1999,
and “he’s pretty convincing,” she
laughed in recollection.
A member of IAABO Board #70
in Central Pennsylvania, Barbara
began officiating in 1997 before
joining IAABO in 1999. “I had
the Donnie connection. He said to ‘try this,’ and I went to a class at the
community college to listen to him,” she said.
Currently, she is an 8th grade science teacher in a small Pennsylvania
school district. She officiates girls varsity and other levels below that,
and has been honored with two state girls finals games in Pennsylvania.
For a number of years, she attended the IAABO camps at Disney World
in Florida, where major AAU tournaments were held. She remembers
her time there as a major teaching moment. “The IAABO camp ran in
conjunction with the AAU tourney. It was tough love, no sugar coating
the feedback. It was eye opening for me. The play was way beyond my
level,” Barbara observed.
She survived the experience and figures that helps her “get through
anything they can throw at me” in terms of critiques.
Her favorite memory involves the World Special Olympics. Barbara
was chosen to officiate the games 15-years ago in Shanghai, China. “It
was amazing experience, and unreal how well we were treated. I don’t
think I’ll ever have a feeling that special again,” she said.
Barbara maintains goals of helping others. She’s heavily involved in
the training of new officials. “I love seeing them successful and reaching
the levels they want,” she observed.
What motivates Barbara day-in and day-out when it comes to
basketball officiating? “It’s being there for others,” she said.
Dave Simon has been an IAABO member since 1984.
He currently resides in Merton, WI, and just finished his
third year of observing high school officials in southeast
Wisconsin.
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Affairs of State

means and methods of local board officers varies from place to place. In
terms of priorities, state associations’ membership is composed of the
schools that officials serve. serve-s. As such, state associations have a
different focus than do IAABO boards; but still, in terms of officiating,
the goals are in many respects similar.
In these post-COVID times, and especially now between seasons, it’s
a great time to shore up relationships with your state association. The
following items are offered as a starting point:
1. Contractual relationships. Does your IAABO board contract
with conferences, leagues or schools to provide officials or set fees? Are
the contracts oral or written? Does the contract specify who is engaging
your member/officials? Oddly enough, many such contracts do not. Are
there restrictions as to dress, arrival time, incident reporting, payment,
etc.?
2. Assignment criteria. If your board assigns, is there a rating
system, and, what are the criteria? Or, does your board prefer to educate
and train officials while leaving assigning officials to others?
3. Board Governing documents. Are your board’s constitution/
bylaws and other governing documents consistent with the IAABO
constitution and state board requirements? Do any other groups have
input in regulating or sanctioning your officials? Does your corporate
charter or other organizing document contain information about the
rights and responsibilities of members?
4. Insurance coverage. All IAABO boards need to have
documentation concerning insurance coverage should the board, or a
member official or officer become involved in a complaint that turns
into a legal proceeding. IAABO boards are also well advised to obtain,
in addition to the General Liability insurance already provided by
IAABO, another insurance policy: Directors & Officers Liability. A “D
& O” insurance policy can help protect — “directors and officers” of
IAABO boards from the impact of lawsuits for claims other than those
involving bodily injuries that occur during the game. If you haven’t
done so lately, there’s no time like the present to check your board’s
documentation concerning insurance coverage, as complaints against
officials sometimes end up in litigation.
5. Local law. Some states specifically limit the circumstances under
which a member can be expelled or deprived of membership rights.
Local law should be reviewed, preferably with the aid of your board’s
counsel.
6. Contractual duties of officials. Are there any duties imposed
by a league or conference that broaden the normal scope of the
officiating assignment? If so, are your officials fully apprised of such
responsibilities?
7. Got a Minute? Minutes of meetings should be kept by all IAABO
boards for all meetings of Executive committees, boards of directors,
and other committees. In the case of incorporated boards, minutes are
often required by state law to be kept and attested to by an officer,
usually the Secretary, as being accurate minutes of what transpired.
Secretaries should note that minutes of any meeting should ideally
record what was done and not what was said.
8. Document Bloat. “Document Bloat” may be coming soon to an
IAABO board near you. Is your board one where officers, committee
chairs, and other well-meaning volunteers share with members various
bulletins, guidelines and suggestions for officials, under the banner
of the board, without having what they write vetted for consistency
with the board’s constitution, bylaws or rules and regulations? If so,
“Management” must put its administrative foot down to make sure
that written (including electronic) communications blasted to members
— or otherwise distributed — are cleared for take-off in advance of
distribution. “Document bloat” can create costly legal problems for
boards. Such “bells” that signal conflict with duly authorized board
rules and regulations are not easily “un-rung.” Be sure your IAABO

(continued from page 1)

board isn’t imploded with document bloat.
9. One Rule. One Interpretation. Last but not least: In today’s
climate, IAABO boards have more “uniforms” to be reckoned with
than striped shirts! How about “uniform interpretations?” The decades
old-IAABO bulwark: One Rule. One Interpretation is more integral to
officiating basketball today than ever before. With accommodations
being authorized by rules makers and governing bodies for medical,
religious, special needs and other purposes, communication with all
member/officials regarding any accommodations or modifications is the
only way to implement “One Rule – One Interpretation” successfully.
This is no small task. Ask any board Interpreter.
Conclusion: The Affairs of State (Associations)
Officers of IAABO boards everywhere have the benefit of guidance
provided by the IAABO Constitution in matters of organization,
membership criteria, local practices consistent with the stated
purposes of the Association, official discipline and dispute resolution
processes. This guidance has been developed over the years to assist
IAABO boards in providing a dependable framework of the rights and
obligations of your board’s officials upon which both board officers and
individual officials can rely. Reliance is dependent on each local and
area board’s bylaws or constitution being consistent with the IAABO
constitution and state law, to provide a seamless road map for dealing
with issues that arise. In addition to matters of local board discipline,
there are arbitration provisions in the IAABO constitution for many
significant issues that may arise in the operation of boards and their
interaction with members.
Board officers and members alike are encouraged to take full
advantage of all IAABO has to offer. Do it before the next season rolls
around. Keep your IAABO Board’s “affairs of state” in order.
Alan Goldberger is a member of Board 33 NJ, an IAABO
Life Member and the IAABO Parliamentarian and Legal
Counsel.

Player Performs CPR On Referee
Saves His Life
The scary incident occurred during the playoff basketball game
between Toledo Glass City and the
Jamestown Jackals.
In footage posted online, you
can see referee John Sculli, Bd.
60, Rochester, NY, run down the
sideline while keeping up with an
attacking play.
He then suddenly jerks forward,
wobbling side to side, before
eventually tumbling over and
hitting the court with some force.
Having clearly collapsed, the
official was in desperate need of
some medical attention, which was
when Toledo Glass City player
Myles Copeland sprung into action
and rushed in to help.
The remainder of the article can
John Sculli, Bd. 60, Rochester, NY
be found at the link in the credit.
With permission from ESPN
and reports from Jamal Collier, https://www.espn.com/nba/story/_/
id/34097611/myles-copeland-helps-save-life-referee-john-scullibasketball-league-game
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Make it Defensible
During your pregame, you should cover your primary and secondary
areas with your partner(s). There is always a little give and take in this
discussion.
Yes, we outline the basic territory each partner is responsible for, but
that flexes based on where each of you are on the court, line-of-sight,
focus, and the type of play (minimal contact, lots of jostling, etc.), at a
minimum. Other factors determine what you see in your zone or your
partners’.
When should you go outside your primary? There are multiple
perspectives on the best advisory technique. Each crew should cultivate
a teamwork approach and encourage partners to make the necessary
rulings needed to keep activity fair between the two teams.
A couple of years ago the IAABO manual added the concept of the
Secondary Coverage Area. It states, “Officials must be willing to assist
their partner to rule on ‘off ball’ contact in the secondary/expanded
coverage area (SCA) when the ball is in partner’s Primary Coverage Area
(PCA). When making rulings in the SCA, officials should be reminded to
‘Be Late, Be Needed,’ and most importantly ‘Be Right’!”
The Crew of 3 Screening coverage on manual pages 167-170 is based
on officials’ ability to help out on plays outside their PCA.
When running a pregame, or if I’m asked my perspective, I use the
phrase, “Make it defensible,” when it comes to ruling outside your
primary. What does that mean?
It’s a VERY simple concept. You must be able to defend yourself,
because I can’t. I either didn’t see the activity or decided not to make a
ruling. You’re on your own.

“Make it defensible” means you must defend your call to coaches,
players and perhaps even your fellow officials. It means you MUST be
certain when you blow that whistle – 100 percent. No hesitation, no
second thoughts. You know if you go to the video, you’ll be right. If you
have any doubt at all, you need to hold your whistle.
Making your ruling defensible is a good concept to work into your
pregame. It forces each official to stay focused on their primary, yet come
forward if absolutely necessary and confident when an action that MUST
HAVE A CALL is seen in your secondary. That improves your team
officiating.
When you make a defensible call outside your primary, only you can
defend yourself. If your partners didn’t see it, the coach will come your
way if an explanation is desired. You don’t want that if you’re unsure.
We don’t want officials running around the court for the sake of
blowing the whistle. But, when needed to rule outside your PCA for the
better of the game, be prepared and make it defensible.
During your next pregame, considering exploring this concept as part
of the discussion with your partners. It builds trust and rapport within
your crew, but also assigns individual responsibility, both which are key
components to a well-officiated game.
Dave Simon has been an IAABO member since 1984.
He currently resides in Merton, WI, and just finished his
third year of observing high school officials in southeast
Wisconsin.

Calhan - Rally for the Cure

Jeff Heins and Katie Parker, Board
4, Area 6, supporting the campaign.

Left to Right, Jeff Heins, Charles Langhoff, Shanese
Goss, Ty Clark, Elaine Wright, and Amy Frenz. All part
of Area 6, Board 4 of Colorado.

Amy Frenz starts a game.

Life Member Joe Wolfe Passes
Considered the patriarch of local basketball officiating, Wolfe began his career working YMCA Sunday School and Catholic
Youth league games as a high schooler. He began officiating high school games in 1956, working high school sectional,
regional and state tournament games in addition to Alhambra Catholic Invitational Tournament games.
Wolfe was inducted as an IAABO Lifetime Member for outstanding contributions to the game of basketball in 1993 with an
officiating career spanning over 50 years, serving as the International Association of Approved Basketball Officials (IAABO)
Board 204 rules interpreter and trainer of officials for 30 years. His replacement at that post, George Geatz, was also recently
inducted as an IAABO Lifetime Member, and considered Joe to be his mentor in officiating.
His accolades for outstanding and dedicated work are vast, earning a Meritorious Award from the West Virginia Secondary
Schools Athletic Commission (1984); the YMCA Sunday School League’s Through the Years Award (1985); an Outstanding
Service and Unselfish Devotion Award from the National Federation of Interscholastic Coaches Association (1989); and the Dapper Dan Chick
Snyder Lifetime Award for Refereeing (2013); and the Ronnie Cage Lifetime Achievement Award (2018).
Wolfe was instrumental in bringing IAABO to Western Maryland, helping to establish a chapter in Hagerstown during the 1950s that is still alive
to this day.
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Intangibles of a Basketball Official
Many basketball officials define their success by the amount of games
they officiate, or post-season assignments. They judge their success on
“trophies.” The question is, are you really growing and getting better as an
official? Are you a student of the game?
Basketball officiating at all levels is a “Get Better Business.” There is
no finish line! See if you have these intangibles that are addressed in this
article. When you start working on them you will be successful in your
games and gain respect from your assignors, partners and coaches.
Humility:
Are you your own worst critic? Are you honest with yourself when
you miss a call? Do you show your mistakes to other officials in tape
breakdowns? Do you get defensive when an assignor or a fellow official
asks you about a ruling you made in a game when you know down deep
in your heart you missed it? To do well in this profession you have to have
the intangible of humility. Again, this is a “get better business,” and there
is no finish line. Be your own worst critic, but not your own worst enemy.
Courage:
Do you have the courage to stand up to coaches? Do you have the
courage to call a technical foul on a coach? Do you have the courage to call
an intentional, flagrant or a disqualifying foul? Do you have the courage to
call a foul outside of your primary that needs to be ruled to decide a game?
Do you have the courage to call up an assignor informing them that you
missed a play? Do you have the courage to do something “right” for your
game, even though you will not get support from your assignor?
Communication:
Do you communicate with your crew well?
Here are the following examples:
1. Before the game, confirming time and travel arrangements.
2. Time of pregame conference.
3. If you are an umpire on the crew, do you contribute?
Game Situations:
1. Bonus Situations.
2. Status of clocks.
3. Penalties.
4. Throw-in spots. Can you move along the end line?
5. Time-outs.
Help Plays:
1. Out-of-bounds.
2. Deflections on backcourt situations.
3. Getting the correct shooter or fouler, especially if there is no monitor.
4. Counting and cancelling of goals.
Discipline:
1. Head coaches being unsportsmanlike. Do you handle it; or do you
appease or avoid? This could be a warning, an informal warning, or a
technical foul.
Heat of Moment:
1. Do you deflect or defuse?
2. Do you keep your game moving?
Team Driven:
1. Do you really believe in game, partners, self?
2. Do you care about your crew by picking them up when needed?
3. Do you let “newer” officials officiate in their primary?
4. When you talk about “decisions” (plays) do you start with yourself?
5. When preparing for the game, do you think of your crew?
Assertive:
1. Are you assertive in your primary. In other words, do you own it?
2. Do you throw “strikes” in your secondary?
Avoidance:
1. When a coach or player is challenging you. Do you ignore or avoid?

Al Battista is a member of IAABO Board No.12, District
of Columbia and has been an IAABO member since 1978.
He is the Board Interpreter and is also a Regional Scout for
the NBA.

Kanaby Award

Walt Rusak, Executive Secretary for Board 33, received the “Robert
F. Kanaby Award for Outstanding Contribution to High School
Basketball” for the NJSIAA. Pictured, left to right are Alan Stumpf,
NJSIAA, Chris Rusak, Walter, Felix Addeo, Executive Director IAABO
and Nelson Ribon, IAABO Region 3 Representative.

NCAA D-I Lacrosse Final

Four IAABO members were assigned to the 2022 NCAA D-I Lacrosse
Final in East Hartford, CT. Pictured, left to right are: Mike Infantino,
Alternate, Bd 6, 39 yrs., Tom Hoeland, Bd 33, 40 yrs., Matt Palumb,
Bd 38, 35 yrs., Mike McClosky, Bd 41, 33 yrs.

IAABO Awards

IAABO Life Member Pat Laing (left) , Bd. 192 ON, received her 50
year award at her home board. Pat was not able to travel to Ocean
City, MD due to the pandemic. Also shown is Sandra Forand, Bd.
192 ON, who was presented with an IAABO Foundation Chair from
the IAABO Educational and Charitable Foundation, Inc.
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The Science of Officiating - Keep Your Eye On The Ball
“The whole is greater than the sum of the parts.”
The phrase is attributed to the Greek
philosopher Aristotle sometime around
340 BC and has far reaching application,
including basketball officiating. A wellofficiated basketball game is the result of
individual performance, teamwork, and
trust. Whether 2PO or 3PO, each official
must look at the right thing(s) and at the
right time(s) to ensure that play is properly
covered. The dynamic nature of the game
requires officials to scan for, acquire,
hold, and switch their visual attention on a
continuous basis throughout the game.
In this article on the science of officiating,
we review the 2021 research Gaze Behavior
and Positioning of Referee Teams during
Three-Point Shots in Basketball, and what
it tells us on how this important phase of the
game is officiated.
The research used mobile eye-tracking
devices to measure referees’ gaze behavior (visual scanning and attention
patterns) on 3-point shots during pre-season games of the German men’s
professional league. The data was then analyzed to identify where the
referees were looking, how much their gaze overlapped and how well
they fulfilled their duties.
Gaze Behavior and Officiating
Gaze behavior describes visual search and attention behaviors.
Referees base their decisions on the visual information they gather.
You may have heard the expression, “Call what you see, not what you
don’t.” What referees look at, when and for how long are keys to their
anticipation and decision-making.
Referees are trained to bBe aware of ball, play and players, and
partner(s)” while avoiding the “ball watch” while being “on ball” or “off
ball” depending on their positioning and the play. The dynamic nature
of play means that referees continually use their visual skills and play
recognition to anticipate the play, position adjust to establish and maintain
open looks and fulfill their responsibilities on a play. We then sequence
our attention to the appropriate specific play phases as they happen for
decision-making. Gaze behavior is a key determinant of an individual
official’s decision-making success and the collective gaze behavior of
the crew to the crew’s overall coverage and successful decision-making.
Covering Three-point Shots
This specific study used three-person officiating. When the ball is
in the frontcourt, 3PO utilizes i) a Lead located on the baseline, ii) a
Center near the free-throw line on the opposite side of the court than the
Lead, and iii) a Trail positioned on the same side of the court as the Lead
between the players and division line.
Whether 3PO or 2PO, the responsible official is to referee the
defense and sequence their attention using the 1-2-3 technique. In the
case of a 3-point shot, the sequence has the added starting component
of determining whether the shot is a 3-point or 2-point shot. Attention
is then focused 1) possible contact to hands/arms of shooter, then 2)
possible body contact, and then 3) on the feet/legs staying with the play
until the shooter has returned to the court. In the case of a 3-point shot,
the responsible official also must signal the 3-point attempt.
Once the responsible official has ensured there is no foul involving
the shooter and defender, they then focus on rebounding action. For the
purposes of this study, the responsible referee is referred to as the “closest
official” and in 3PO it is the Center or Trail depending on where the
shot originates (the exception being that on a fastbreak the Lead may
be the official in position to determine and signal. Center is responsible
for 3-point shots on their side of court and the Trail on their side as per
Diagram 10.

In 2PO, the Trail has primary
coverage on most 3-point
attempts with the Lead having
primary coverage of 3-point shots
behind the 3-point line below the
free throw line extended on the
Lead’s side of the court.
In 3PO, the non-responsible
referee of the Center and Trail
are responsible for identifying
and
officiating
appropriate
rebounding action and ruling
on any goaltending or basket Diagram 10 Court coverage in principle
interference. In 2PO, it is the Trail by all T, L and C when the L is located on
that is responsible for goaltending the table-side.
and basket interference.
The Lead in 2PO, as identified, may have 3-point shot coverage. In
3PO, the Lead (with no 3-point coverage responsibility unless potentially
in a fast break situation) is responsible for refereeing their primary before
the shot and then identifying and officiating appropriate rebounding
action, generally, around the basket.
For the purposes of this study, the shooting process was divided into
three different phases:
• Phase 1 was defined as starting before the shot and until release.
• Phase 2 was defined as the time from release until the ball touched
the ring or the backboard, or if the attempt was successful, until the
basket was scored.
• Phase 3 was defined as the time from after the ball touched the ring
or the backboard, until the rebound.
Results and Discussion
The study confirmed that Lead, Center and Trail all had a higher focus
of their primary areas when the ball was in their primary area than when
in another official’s primary. Referees overall have a greater focus on
their primary when the ball is in it, when they are “on ball.” Further, the
Lead was the most focused on their primary overall and throughout all
phases of 3-point shots.
There are a number of contributing factors that I believe account for
this. The Lead continually works to be ball side, keeping them focused.
Lead’s primary encompasses post play, drives and play around the
basket and rebounding. The Lead’s positioning on the edge of play and
on a 45-degree allows them to focus on ther primary while maintaining
periphery awareness of ball, play and partners. Lead should only be
looking outside of their primary for active match-ups if there is no play
in their primary. Any assessment to base on rotations on can be done with
the proper visual field. The times that Lead may be prone to ball watching
are when there is no active match-up(s) in their primary or fixating on
the cues to rotation at the expense of their primary when in close-down.
The study did identify that the Center and Trail spent time looking
out of their primary when the ball was away from them. I believe that
the following factors may account for this. When play goes to the
basket, Center and Trail focus is drawn to the key unless there is specific
screening action in their primary to free up shooters for drives and pass
outs. There is a relatively large dual coverage area between Center and
Trail resulting in them having to “check in and check out” with each
other as play transitions between the two primaries. Their positioning
and nature of the game also dictate that high screening action in either’s
primary, as possible, be optimally officiated by both officials with each
covering components of the play in sequence that they have the open
look at.
When breaking down gaze by phase of the 3-point shot, the data
indicated that officials (predominently Center and Trail) spent less time
observing their primary when positioned away from the ball in phase 1.
This is interpreted as they were ball watching at times. This is contrary
to the desired being aware of the ball and play away from you while
maintaining primary coverage. Any ball watching was corrected though
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Keep Your Eye On The Ball
once the shot was taken. Focus on primary coverage significantly
improved during phase 2 and phase 3 with all referees focused on their
specific responsibilities.
Other findings by position were that the Center and Trail looked at the
basket more than Lead which supports the mechanics. Trail and Center
are either responsible for goaltending and interfrence or for signaling a
successful basket. Lead is focused on rebounding with an “eyes down”
mentaliity. The Lead was found to look at the offense more than Center
and Trail. All officials referee the defense when on ball. I believe this
finding relates to Lead reading the play (offense) to initiate rotations or
not.
Referees further away from the ball fixated on the shooter more often
than when positioned closer to the ball. The opposite was observed with
referees closer to the ball looking at other referees more often than when
further away.
When looking at the gaze data by phase of the shot, findings supported
the mechanics. In phase 1, the 3-point line and shooter were looked at
more than during phase 2 and 3. Focus of the non-covering officials were
on their primary responsibilities after the shot was taken. The covering
official was focused on determining whether it was a 3-point attempt
and then whether a foul occurs between defender and shooter and then
switches to rebounding. At the same time, focus on the ball in the air
increased for both Center and Trail.
The shooter was fixated on more in phase 2 than phase 3 supporting
that the covering referee stayed focused on the shooter (1-2-3 technique
in FIBA, and colloquially in some circles as “up, down and rebound”)
before turning their focus to rebounding. The offense was looked at more
in phase 2 than phase 1 and 3 as officials were identifying rebounding
matchups and the offense “crashing the boards.” Surprisingly or not, the
referees looked at each other more in phase 2 than phase 3. This can
possibly be attributed to the referees getting an overall assessment of
coverage while the ball was in the air and to the non-covering outside
referee mirroring the attempt signal (required at the time of the study) *.
This may be an opportunity for referees to better utilize their peripheral
vision to accomplish the same.
At the end of the shot, in phase 3, the referee who’s primary the shot
originated in spent more time looking at the basket than the other referees.
As per mechanics, it is that referee who is responsible for signaling a
successful attempt.
Conclusion
The results of the study support that the referees gaze behavior support
the mechanics and practices taught by FIBA. The refereeing crews
distributed their collective gaze very effectively to cover the play and
specifically, 3-point shot attempts
All referees when “on ball” and when 3-point shots were in the air
were highly focused on their primary and specific responsibilities.
An area identified for improvement though was that, when “off ball”,
referees (primarily Center and Trail) sometimes took their focus away
from their primary to the area with the shooter before a shot was taken.
This occurred more frequently than can be attributed to simply gaining
an awareness and working with a big picture mentality. Strategies for
improved primary coverage and preventing ball watching include
positioning and body attitude (i.e., utilizing the 45 degree) to establish
fields of vision that encompass primary coverage with outside awareness.
Referees can become increasingly adept at reading the play, utilizing
peripheral vision more effectively and using self-talk to focus attention
and sequence events. Individually and as a crew there is always room for
improvement in play coverage.
Once the shot was in the air, gaze data supported that as individuals,
as positions and as a crew that gaze focused on the relevant parts of the
play; shooter, goaltending/interference, rebounding and successful or
not. The gaze of multiple referees was almost never duplicated on the
same aspects of play. This supports that although separate play action
is allocated to an individual referee, it is well covered and the crews
provided effective overall coverage.

This is only possible with the crew working as a team, executing as
individuals, and trusting in the mechanics and their partners. From being
aware of overall play, to focusing appropriately on and off ball, to the
specifics of sequencing specific play phases effective and efficient visual
search, identification and attention are key skills to continually develop.
What are you working on to develop further in these areas? It might
be self-talk to direct and focus your gaze. It might be improved use of
peripheral vision or other.
If “the prize” is great play coverage, then keep your eye(s) firmly
focused on it. However, there is a right time and wrong time to focus on
the ball. See you on the court, unless I’m looking elsewhere.
*Note: The revised mechanic does not require the non-covering referee
between Center and Trail to mirror the 3-point attempt signal and only
to signal the make if successful. This allows the non-covering official to
maintain better focus on their primary.

Credits:
Klatt S, Noël B, Nicklas A, Schul K, Seifriz F, Schwarting A, Fasold F. Gaze
Behavior and Positioning of Referee Teams during Three-Point Shots in Basketball.
Applied Sciences. 2021; 11(14):6648. https://doi.org/10.3390/app11146648
Diagram 10 is from the FIBA Manual For Referees Advanced 3 Person
Officiating Version 1.1
Tim Laurain is member of IAABO Board No. 211, York, Ontario, and
is the OABO Provincial Supervisor. He is also a Consultant, Officiating
Development and the Assistant Committee Chair, IAABO Educational
Committee. You may contact him @ timlaurain@rogers.com if you
have any comments, feedback or questions.

Life Member Jim Mackin Passes

IAABO has received word that long time Board 49 member
Jim Mackin passed away on Mothers Day. Jim served
the board at various times as Board Secretary, Rules
Interpreter, an as an Executive Board member, along with
being an outstanding official. Jim also served as a NYS Girls
Interpreter and a NYS IAABO Board 19 Executive Secretary.
Jim was honored as an IAABO Life Member. He contributed
greatly to Bd. 49 NY and he will be missed. Condolences go
out to his family.

The Masked Avengers of Board #6

(Left to Right) Kammy Spence, Gemetta Neal-Goulet,
Johyna Riley and Candi Howard

IAABO Sportorials
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2022 Fall Seminar
2022 Fall Seminar
Portland, Maine
IAABO, Inc., along with
Sponsorship support from the
Maine State Boards, is excited to
host the Fall Seminar in Portland,
Maine on September 14 – 18, 2022.
The seminar schedule is
packed full of new and exciting
topics for officials at all levels
ranging from high school through
collegiate men’s and women’s
basketball officiating.
The Life Membership dinner
will be held on Saturday, September 17, 2022 beginning at 6 p.m. We
will honor six very deserving IAABO members with IAABO Life
Membership.
Be sure to sign up your spouse/guest(s) for the always popular
spouse/guest breakfast on Friday morning at 9 a.m. Attendance is
free for one guest per member who pre-registers prior to Friday,
September 2, 2022. It’s only $25 for each additional attendee and is a
great way for guests from around IAABO world to get to know each
other better.
The annual golf tournament will take place on Thursday, September
15th at 8:30 a.m. Golfing will take place at the prestigious Toddy
Brook Golf Course for $130.00 per golfer.
Hope to see you in Maine

23nd Annual
IAABO Life Membership Dinner
Saturday, September 17, 2022 - 6:00 PM
Portland Sheraton
No. of registrant(s)____@ $50/person=_____
Name of Registrant(s)___________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
______________________________________
Board No. ____________________
Send check and form to: IAABO, P.O. Box 355, Carlisle, PA 17013-0355
Make check payable to: IAABO, Registration Deadline: September 5, 2022

Spouse/ Guest Breakfast
Friday, September 16, 2022, 9 AM
Name: ______________________________
Board Number: ____________
Number of Guests: _______________
Note: Each IAABO members is entitled to one guest
(spouse/significant other).
Additional guests are invited
at a cost of $25.00 each.
Send check and form to: IAABO, Inc., P.O. Box 355, Carlisle, PA 17013
Registration Deadline: September 5, 2022

Golf Registration

Thursday, September 15, 2022 - 8:30 AM

Toddy Brook Golf Course
https://toddybrookgolf.com/
$130/Golfer
Foursomes who wish to play together should be specified on
the registration form. Make full payment for the foursome listed
below:

Name: ________________________________
Total Enclosed: ___________
List Members of Foursome:
1. __________________________________
2. __________________________________
3. __________________________________
4. __________________________________
Send check and form to: IAABO, Inc., P.O. Box 355, Carlisle, PA 17013
Registration Deadline: September 5, 2022
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IAABO Lines

Condolences to: Bd. 6 CT on the passing of our member, Sanders Hoffman; Bd. 95 MA on the passing of our
member, Michael Viggiano; Bd. 60 NY, on the passing of our former member, Rev. Andrew Johnson; Bd. 54
MA, on the passing of our member, Stephen G. Bono, Sr.; Bd. 8 CT, on the passing of our member, Richard
Marien.

Sportsmanship Award
The Cape Cod Tech boys basketball team recently picked up some
new hardware.
On June 1, the International Association of Approved Basketball
Officials’ Board 152 honored the Crusaders as the organization’s
Sportsmanship Award recipient for the 2021-22 season. The Falmouth
girls team received the organization’s girls award.
“Our officials from IAABO Board 152 vote for those Cape school s
that demonstrate outstanding sportsmanship,” said Max McCarthy,
IAABO Board 152’s Sportsmanship Chairman. “The evaluation includes
freshmen, junior varsity and varsity players, coaches, cheerleaders,
administrators and spectators. It’s an award and reward for all those
involved in the basketball program and helps promote the importance
of good sportsmanship.”
Cape Tech posted a 10-11 record this winter after suffering a 55-49
loss to Calvary Chapel Academy in the preliminary round of the Division
5 state tournament.
From left: Cape Tech captain Austin Walker, IAABO Board 152 Sportsmanship
With permission from The Cape Cod Chronicle and reports from
Chairman Max McCarthy, captain Isaiah Cruz and coach Brent Warren pose after
accepting Board 152’s Sportsmanship Award. Photo courtesy of Max McCarthy Brad Joyal, https://capecodchronicle.com/en/5725/sports/8912/CapeTech-Boys-Basketball-Receives-Sportsmanship-Award-Cape-Cod-TechBasketball.htm

